ABSTRACT Network virtualization is one of the most important techniques to overcome Internet ossification, which can enable multiple networks to run on a common infrastructure. Virtual network mapping is a key process of network virtualization to efficiently map virtual network onto the substrate network within constraints of node and link resource. However, previous VNM heuristic algorithms completely separate the node mapping stage from link mapping stage and ignore the effect of link mapping results on physical node ranking, which may lead to higher mapping cost and distributed distribution of virtual nodes on the substrate network. The shortest path algorithm is used at most to resolve virtual link mapping which results in longer mapping time. To address these issues, a two-layer virtual network mapping algorithm named simplex-VNM is proposed based on node attribute and network simplex in this paper. In node mapping layer, a new node ranking approach which considers topology attributes, global network resources, and mapped physical node information provides candidate nodes and node mapping cost for link mapping layer. Then, in link mapping layer, network simplex algorithm which has smaller time complexity compared to traditional shortest path algorithms has been introduced to find the optimal link mapping solution under the result of node mapping layer. Finally, according to the results of two layers, the virtual node and relevant links will be mapped with minimal total mapping cost. Extensive simulation results have demonstrated that our proposed method behaves better than four other algorithms that consider node attribute and use shortest path algorithm in terms of total mapping cost and mapping time.
nodes are ranked based on certain rules. Then in node mapping stage, virtual nodes are mapped to physical node using greedy mapping strategy meanwhile satisfying the resource constraints of node. Finally, virtual links are mapped onto substrate network by shortest path algorithm under the constraints of link bandwidth. However, previous VNM heuristic algorithms [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] completely separate the node mapping stage from link mapping stage and ignore the effect of link mapping results on physical node ranking, which may lead to higher mapping cost and distributed distribution of virtual nodes on the substrate network. Latest work [12] takes global resources into consideration in the node ranking stage, but the proposed algorithm only explores part of information of nodes such as CPU capacity or degree. Previous link mapping approaches use the shortest path algorithm at most to resolve virtual link which result in longer mapping time.
In this paper, we focus on the problem of high mapping cost and long mapping time in virtual network mapping, and propose Simplex-VNM algorithm based on node attribute and network simplex. First, we introduce network simplex algorithm to deal with link mapping problem. Kelly and O'Neill [14] and Muramatsu [15] implement the network simplex method based on the original-dual rule, and Wang and Lin [16] improve the initial feasible solution and the iterative update sequence of the original-dual rule. We integrate the above studies in Simplex-VNM algorithm to implement the network simplex algorithm. Then, we introduce a utility function to calculate the total mapping cost including node mapping cost and link mapping cost. For any virtual node and relevant links, we will complete the mapping process through the 2-layers mapping algorithm. In node mapping layer, there are many different mapping options from virtual node to physical node, and we select the set of physical nodes that may be mapped according to topology attribute, global network resources and the information of mapped physical node. In link mapping layer, we introduce network simplex algorithm to find the optimal mapping cost of the relevant link under the result of node layer. Finally, according to the results of the above two layers, the virtual node will be mapped to physical node which has minimal total mapping cost. The two layers depend on each other until the mapping of virtual network is completed. To further prove the efficiency of Simplex-VNM, a comprehensive simulation is conducted in this paper. Simulation results have demonstrated that our proposed method behaves better than four other algorithms that consider node attribute and use shortest path algorithm in terms of total mapping cost and mapping time.
The main contributions of this paper are listed below: 1. We propose a new node ranking approach by considering topology attribute, global network resources and the information of mapped physical node. This node ranking approach measures global network resources from a different perspective, and the information of mapped physical node can ensure the distribution of virtual node more concentrated in the substrate network.
2. In the link mapping layer, we implement network simplex algorithm which has lower time complexity than that of traditional shortest path algorithms, and it makes the Simplex-VNM achieve better performance in mapping time.
3. A 2-layers virtual network mapping algorithm is proposed to deal with virtual network mapping problem. In the node mapping layer, physical nodes are ranked by the new node ranking approach to provided candidate nodes of link mapping layer. In the link mapping, the relevant virtual links are mapped by network simplex algorithm. Every virtual node and relevant links are mapped according to the results of the node mapping layer and the link mapping layer, and the interdependence of mapping results per layer can reduce the total mapping cost.
4. Under the experimental scenario of small-scale topology and large-scale topology respectively, it is verified that the algorithm has better results in terms of mapping cost and mapping time.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Related work is presented in Section II. A brief description of virtual network mapping problem is given in Section III. Section IV presents our algorithm Simplex-VNM. Section V verifies the effectiveness of Simplex-VNM through simulation experiments. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
In [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] , some of algorithms are put forward to solve the virtual network mapping problem. A traditional method is to convert the virtual network mapping problem into an integer linear programming problem and then uses an optimal algorithm to solve it. The advanced algorithms such as metaheuristics algorithms are also used in VNM. And the most common method is to complete the mapping of nodes through heuristic algorithm and complete the link mapping through the shortest path algorithm. We will introduce some studies using the above methods separately.
In terms of optimal algorithm, Chowdhury et al. [17] constructing the virtual network mapping problem as the mixed integer programming (MIP) model [18] and then modifying it into a linear programming (LP) model, the link mapping can be solved by Dijkstra's algorithm [19] if the LP model has a feasible solution. Melo et al. [20] formulated an integer linear programming model to solve the virtual network mapping problem. Three cost functions are presented to minimize the resource consumption and balance the network load. However, due to the limitation of mapping time, complex linear programming models are difficult to applied to mediumsize or large-size substrate networks.
Meta-heuristic algorithms such as genetic algorithm [21] , simulated annealing [22] and particle ant colony optimization [23] can find near optimal solutions by iteratively improving a candidate solution, and it can achieve good results if the initial values are selected properly and iterative process is designed reasonably. Zhang et al. [24] proposed VOLUME 6, 2018 a unified enhanced particle swarm optimization-based algorithm, called VNE-UEPSO, to solve virtual network mapping problem which support path splitting. Infhr and Raidl [25] introduced a memetic algorithm to solve virtual network mapping problem and they also offered an analysis of the influence of different problem representations and in particular the implementation of a uniform crossover for the grouping genetic algorithm. The drawback of the metaheuristic algorithm is that it requires a lot of computing time, so it is difficult to use in practice.
Virtual network mapping can be decomposed into two tasks: node mapping and link mapping [8] . In general, a heuristic algorithm is used to solve the node mapping problem, and then the link mapping is converted into the minimum cost flow problem [7] based on the pre-determined source node and destination node, and is solved by the shortest path algorithm or cancellation algorithm finally. Yu et al. [6] advocated a different approach which rethink the design of the substrate network to enable simpler mapping algorithms and more efficient utilization of resources without restricting the problem space. The algorithm simplifies virtual link mapping in two ways: (i) allowing the substrate network to split a virtual link over multiple substrate paths and (ii) employing path migration to periodically re-optimize the utilization of the substrate network. Cui et al. [9] provided a virtual network mapping algorithm based on the connectional characteristics of virtual network topologies and introduced a node connection-degree to measure the priority of the alternative physical nodes. The algorithm can make the mapped substrate nodes closer to each other by using the node connection-degree based on the virtual topologies feature. Cheng et al. [10] proposed a topology-aware node mapping algorithm that applies the Markov Random Walk (RW) model to rank nodes based on its resource and topological attributes. The virtual node mapping sequence will depend on noderanking values, and the virtual links, whether split or unsplit, will be mapped by k-shortest path or multi-commodity flow method. In the recent research, Zhang et al. [12] have proposed a novel five-node ranking metric to quantify the importance of substrate node, but the global resources in this paper are not comprehensive enough. The definition of the global resources, ignoring the resource information of the neighbor nodes, only considers the ratio of the link bandwidth of neighbor nodes.
The aforementioned heuristic algorithms mostly deal with node and link mapping separately in virtual network mapping. In the process of node mapping, nodes are ranked first according to some factors such as node resources and topological attributes, but the factors considered are relatively one-sided. And such ranking method ignores the fact that the ranking values of remainder physical nodes will change when some physical node have been mapped. The traditional shortest path algorithm which has high complexity will be applied in link mapping. It is difficult for such a heuristic algorithm to guarantee overall optimization although each stage is the optimal algorithm.
Our work has some similarities with these heuristic algorithms, and the major difference is that our method couples the mapping of nodes to links through node mapping layer and link mapping layer. In node mapping layer, a new node ranking approach, combining the topology attribute in [13] and improving calculation of global resource in [12] , is used to calculate the rank value of physical node. In link mapping layer, the network simplex algorithm, rather than the shortest path algorithm, is used to map the virtual links associated with the virtual node.
III. VIRTUAL NETWORK MAPPING
In this section, we make a description of virtual network mapping, including network model, algorithm objectives and constraint condition.
A. NETWORK MODEL
The main research goal of the virtual network mapping is to maximize the final network revenue when satisfying the virtual node and virtual link resource requirements.
In the virtual network mapping model, the substrate network is denoted by a weighted undirected graph
where N s and E s refer to the set of physical nodes and links, respectively. The resources of nodes and links are denoted by C s and B s . The virtual network is denoted by the weighted undirected graph
where N v and E v are the set of virtual nodes and links, C v and B v refer to the constraint of virtual nodes and links. In this paper, we consider the resources requirement of virtual node and link as the constraint. Virtual network mapping is defined as a mapping M(G v , G s ) from virtual network requests G v to substrate networks G s , i.e.,
B. OBJECTIVES
The virtual network mapping problem is a multi-objective optimization problem under constraints of node and link resources. The main evaluation indicators include the virtual network's request acceptance ratio [26] , revenue to cost ratio [6] , and mapping time [27] . This paper evaluates the performance of the algorithm by mapping time and the revenue to cost ratio of substrate network. The research goal is to maximize the revenue to cost ratio and minimize the mapping time while meeting the requirements of virtual network nodes and links. In the case of multiple virtual network requests, it is difficult to accurately count the mapping time due to the time interval between virtual network requests and the failure of virtual network mapping. So we approximately multiply virtual network mapping problem to a single network mapping problem. When not considering the operational efficiency of the substrate network after mapping, the revenue to cost ratio of substrate network can be represented by the cost of mapping. The total cost of virtual network mapping includes node cost and link cost, and we can define C (G v ) as follows: (4) where C e (e v ) represents the link mapping cost and C n (n v ) represents the node mapping cost, α and β are the weight coefficients.
C. CONSTRAINT CONDITION
Virtual network mapping has many constraints, and we will focus some of them as follows:
1) NODE CONSTRAINT
Assuming that there is a virtual node n v and the corresponding mapped physical node is n s , then the available resource of n s should be greater than or equal to the requirement of n v :
where
is the resource of n s that can be assigned to n v .
2) MAPPING CONSTRAINT
Most of the existing studies apply the mapping method in which the virtual nodes cannot be separated but the virtual links can be split. That is, a virtual node can only be mapped to a single and different physical node, and a virtual link can be mapped to multiple physical links. So this constrain is formulated as:
As for virtual link l v = (i, j), we suppose the set of paths that l v maps to is P M (l v ), and then |P M (l v ) | ≥ 1.
3) LINK CONSTRAINT
Supposing physical path p ∈ P M (l v ) allocates bandwidths B(l v , p) to virtual link l v . Then there must be enough bandwidth resources B S (l s ) on the physical link to meet the following constraint:
IV. 2-LAYERS ALGORITHM BASED ON NODE ATTRIBUTE AND NETWORK SIMPLEX
This section describes the Simplex-VNM algorithm in detail. First, virtual nodes are ranked by new approach, and the greedy virtual node mapping is implemented based on the rank result. Then two mapping layers will complete the virtual node mapping and virtual link mapping. In node mapping layer, algorithm will select the set of physical nodes based on topology attribute, global network resource and the information of mapped physical node. In link mapping layer, simplex network algorithm will find the optimal link mapping cost under the result of node mapping layer. And finally, the virtual node will be mapped to physical node which has minimal total mapping cost.
A. VIRTUAL NODE RANKING
In the node mapping stage, virtual nodes are ranked by heuristic algorithms and then mapped in order. Yu et al. [6] proposed a classical heuristic algorithm, which is mainly based on node resources and link bandwidth. The value of node ranking can be formulated as Equation (8) .
The algorithm simply uses the local resources of the node, ignoring the impact of the resources of neighbor nodes, which may result in unbalanced link load after mapping. In addition, the algorithm does not consider the network topology attribute such as degree of node.
In this paper, the nodes will be ranked by global resource and topology attribute. First, the resources of a single node can be represented by the Equation (8) . According to topology attribute, the node degree indicates the number of adjacent links of node. As for a virtual node, the greater the degree of node, the harder it is to be mapped. As for a physical node, the greater the degree of node, the more it needs to be mapped. That is to say, the node with the greater degree has higher priority. So the attribute value of a single node can be expressed by Equation (9) Hv
where Hv (n i ) represents the attribute value of the node n i , C (n i ) represents the CPU capacity of the node n i , De (n i ) represents the degree of node n i , B(l ij ) represents the bandwidth resource of the link l ij , and nbr (n i ) represents the set of node which directly connect to node n i . In order to consider the influence of neighbor nodes on the node rank value, we define a new node attribute ranking formula:
where RC (n i ) represents the global attribute value. Note that we take bandwidth resource into account for the proportion of total bandwidth resource as probability, and use the proportion to measure the relative importance of neighbor nodes. In summary, our ranking method of virtual node considers the global resource and topology attribute.
In the node mapping stage, the virtual nodes will be ranked according to RC, then map according to the order of ranking.
B. PHYSICAL NODE RANKING
In the traditional node mapping algorithm, the virtual node and physical node perform node ranking according to the VOLUME 6, 2018 same manner, and then the virtual nodes will be mapped to the physical node that has the same level in order. This mapping method simply maps according to node rank order, which may cause the mapped nodes to be particularly scattered on the substrate network because of ignoring the influence of the mapped nodes on the unmapped nodes. In addition, complete separation of node mapping from link mapping may cause virtual network mapping to fail.
For the ranking of physical nodes, we will consider the impact of the already mapped nodes on the physical nodes. If virtual node n v will select physical node n i to mapping, then the attribute value of physical node n i can be expressed by Equation (11):
where Hs (n i ) represents the attribute value of the physical node n i , C (n i ) represents the CPU capacity of the node n i , De (n i ) represents the degree of node n i , M represent the set of mapped nodes in the substrate network associated with virtual node n v , F l ij represents the maximum flow from physical node n i to physical node n j . The same as virtual node rank, we also consider the impact of neighbor nodes, and Equation (11) can be converted to:
Internet service provider (ISP) wants the physical nodes mapped by the virtual nodes to be as close together as possible, because it can reduce operating expenses and decrease network propagation delay. Then the physical node ranking formula should be added to the distance factor and can be expressed by Equation (13) .
where N rank (n i ) is the global attribute value of physical node n i , Z is a subset of M where the maximum flow between the physical node and n i is greater than zero, D(n s , n i ) is the distance between two nodes. In summary, our ranking method of physical node considers the global resource, topology attribute and the information of mapped physical node including feasible flow and link distance of node.
C. SIMPLEX-VNM
Simplex-VNM is mainly composed of node mapping layer and link mapping layer. The two layers attempt to map the nodes and links to obtain the optimal node mapping cost and link mapping cost. Based on the results of two mapping layers, the mapping cost of current node and all relevant links are used as a utility function C total (n s ) to evaluate the final utility of the physical node. So C total (n s ) can be expressed as:
where CLink (n s , n m ) is link mapping cost of mapping a virtual node to physical node n s , CNode(n s ) is node mapping cost and C total (n s ) is total mapping cost, α and β are the weight coefficients. Selecting the mapping node with this utility function can effectively reduce the total mapping cost. In the node mapping layer, physical node will be ranked in descending order based on Equation (13) first, then the top N physical nodes are selected to mapping virtual node, and finally the node mapping cost of top N nodes will be calculated for link mapping layer.
For example, as illustrated in Figure 1 . For virtual network, we assume that the CPU capacity requirement of all virtual nodes is 1. For substrate network, we also assume that the CPU capacity of all physical node is 1 except node D and their unit resource price is 1. Supposing virtual nodes a and b have been mapped to physical node A and B, and virtual link (a, b) has been mapped to physical link (A, B). Virtual node c is the next node to be mapped, and we suppose N is 2. Then Equation (13) is used to calculate the N rank value of physical node C, D and E, and the two nodes with largest N rank value are selected for link mapping layer. We know that E and D is the candidate node and their node mapping cost is 1. In the link mapping layer, the relevant links will be mapped according to the result of node mapping layer to get optimal link mapping cost. Based on the results of two mapping layers, we can get the final mapping cost including node mapping cost and all relevant links mapping cost, and complete the mapping with minimum cost.
For example, as illustrated in Figure 2 . For virtual network, we assume that the bandwidth requirement of all virtual links is 1. For substrate network, we also assume that the bandwidth of all physical links is 1 and their unit resource price is 1. Physical node D and E is the result of node mapping layer. As for physical node E, supposing the best link mapping result is that (a, c) maps to (A, E) and (b, c) maps to (B, E), the relevant links mapping cost is 2 and the total mapping cost is 3. As for physical node D, supposing the best link mapping result is that (a, c) maps to (A, D) and (b, c) maps to (B, E, D), the relevant links mapping cost is 3 and the total mapping cost is 4. According to the total mapping cost, physical node E is selected to mapping virtual node c and the relevant virtual links should mapping to (A, E) and (B, E).
The following describes the specific steps of our 2-layers algorithm, as shown in algorithm 1:
count the RC (n v ) of n v 4: end for 5: arrange n v in descending according to RC (n v ) 6: for all n i v ∈ V v 7:
select n i s ∈ V s which has biggest RC(n i s ) for all n i s ∈ V s and step < N 12:
Mapping relevant links and count the C total (n i s ), add the step 13: n i s → D i 14:
end for 15: select n i s ∈ D i which has minimum C total (n i s ) 16: n i s → M
17:
end if 18 : end for
Step (1) is initialization, where M and D i represent the set of physical nodes that have been mapped to and the set of preselected physical nodes of virtual nodes. Steps (2)- (5) are the process of ranking virtual nodes. Steps (7)(8) are to map the first virtual node. Steps (9)- (16) are other virtual node mapping process, where step (10) represents physical node ranking process, steps (11)- (14) represent the process of selecting the first N physical nodes ranked by node attribute value, and step (15) represents the final selection process of the physical nodes. Specifically, steps (6)- (10) is the process of node mapping layer, and link mapping layer is reflected in step (12) .
The final selection basis C total (n i s ) in steps (10)- (15) is total mapping cost including node mapping cost and relevant links mapping cost. By considering the cost of the each step of node mapping and relevant links mapping comprehensively, our 2-layers algorithm can make the total mapping the cost smaller and avoid the result of the local optimal cost in traditional two-stage algorithm. In Algorithm 1, we introduce the framework of Simplex-VNM, especially the node mapping of node mapping layer. In order to obtain link mapping cost in step (15), we need mapping relevant links first in link mapping layer and we will introduce it in the next section.
D. VIRTUAL LINK MAPPING BASE ON NETWORK SIMPLEX
In the link mapping layer, the cost solution of link mapping can be transformed into the minimum cost flow problem, which is to find a scheme with minimal cost under the condition of constant flow size between node i and node j. In this section, we make an implementation of the network simplex algorithm based on the algorithms of [14] and [16] and find the optimal solution of the link mapping in shorter time.
As for a topology G = (N, A), N and A are the set of nodes and arcs, respectively. The weight c ij of the arc (i, j) ∈ A represents the cost of the unit flow, u ij represents the capacity limitation of arc (i, j), and b(i) respresents the supply and demand function of node i.
For any feasible solution x of the minimum cost flow problem, arc (i, j) is a free arc with 0 < x ij < u ij and a restricted arc with x ij = 0 or x ij = u ij . Then the arc set A can be divided into three subsets:
(1) T is the set of free arc.
(2) L is the set of restricted arc with flow being 0. (3) U is the set of restricted arc with flow being upper bound. In the network simplex problem, we should define the potential function π (i) of node i ∈ N, and the check number c π ij of arc (i, j):
Supposing (T, L, U) is a feasible solution of minimum cost flow problem, algorithm will stop when the check number c π ij meets the following three conditions:
then (T, L, U) is an optimal solution for the minimum cost flow problem. The minimal cost flow steps of the network simplex algorithm are shown as follows:
The network simplex algorithm adjusts the arc flow iteratively based on the flow circle. We will introduce a single adjustment of the specific process in detail, and the number in parentheses is the corresponding label of the algorithm in algorithm 2:
Step 1 (1) (2) : Generate an initial feasible solution. It consists of the supply and demand functions b(i) for each node i, and the corresponding flow x ij for each arc (i, j).
Step 2 (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) : Let the initial potential function of the source node be 0,and the check number of arc in set T is 0, then the check number of other arcs and the potential function of other nodes can be calculated by formula (11). count c π ij of arc (i, j) 8: end for 9: while exist arc (i k , j k ) not satisfy (17) or (18) 10:
for node i p associate with (i k , j k ) 13: Adjust π (i p ) of node i p 14: end for 15: for arc (i, j) ∈ A 16: Adjust c π ij of arc (i, j) 17: end for 18: end while 19: end while
Step 3 (9) (10) : Find the arc that does not satisfy the optimal solution condition and add it to the spanning tree, then adjust the flow distribution according to the circle flow conservation principle.
Step 4 (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) : Adjust the potential function and check number of relevant nodes and arcs under the new principle of flow distribution, then ∀ (i, j) ∈ T, c π ij = 0. All links associated with the node n i s can be mapped according to the network simplex algorithm. Then the utility function C total (n i s ) can be calculated in algorithm 1 and the entire virtual network mapping will be completed finally.
E. A EXAMPLE FOR SIMPLEX-VNM
Consider the following topologies of the virtual network and the substrate network as illustrated in Figure 3 . For the virtual network, the CPU capacity requirements of node and the bandwidth requirement of link are marked in parentheses. For the substrate network, the first number in parentheses indicates the number of available resources, and the second number indicates the unit price of the resource. Supposing N is 3, α and β are 1.
Initialization: Both the virtual node and physical node will be ranked according to Equation (10) , and the virtual node with the highest rank value will be mapped to the physical node with the highest rank value. Table 1 shows the rank results. As illustrated in Figure 4 , virtual node a is mapped to physical node A, and virtual node b is the next node to be mapped. For virtual node b and relevant links, we will map them through 2-layer algorithm. In node mapping layer, physical nodes that are not mapped will be ranked according to Equation (12) , then the top 3 nodes will be selected to calculate the node mapping cost. As illustrated in table 2, the top 3 nodes are B, C and D, and the CPU capacity of node E does not satisfy the constraint. In link mapping layer, we will map the relevant links according to the results of the node mapping layer to obtain the link mapping cost. Table 3 shows the result of link mapping layer. Based on the results of node mapping layer and link mapping layer, virtual node b is mapped to physical node B, and virtual link (a, b) is mapped to physical link (A, B), as illustrated in Figure 5 .
Finally, virtual node c and the relevant links (a, c) and (b, c) will also be mapped by 2-layer algorithm. The mapping process is illustrated in Table 4, Table 5 and Figure 6 shows the final mapping result. Virtual node C is mapped to physical node C, and virtual link (a, c) and (b, c) are mapped to physical link (A, C) and (B, C) respectively. 
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION AND ANALYSIS
In this section, we perform simulation experiments to evaluate the Simplex-VNM. The substrate network and the virtual network topology is generated by the GT-ITM [28] topology generator randomly.
In this paper, our main work is to use network simplex algorithm which has lower time complexity to complete virtual link mapping in link mapping layer. So mapping time is the first metrics to verify the advantages of network simplex algorithm in link mapping. In order to eliminate the impact of time interval between virtual network requests and the failure of virtual network mapping on the mapping time, we focus on the mapping efficiency of single virtual network. Theoretically speaking, compared with the traditional heuristic algorithm, Simplex-VNM can find a better mapping solution by coupling the mapping between nodes and links. So the mapping cost is the second metric.
Five VNM algorithms make up the simulation part totally. Apart from Simplex-VNM, the other four algorithms are Greedy-VNM [6] , RW-VNM [10] , DCC-VNM [13] and TAGRD-VNM [11] . The Greedy-VNM algorithm is the classical VN mapping algorithm where the virtual nodes are mapped by greedy algorithm and the virtual links are mapped by shortest path algorithm. The RW-VNM algorithm is a topology-aware node ranking algorithm where the virtual nodes are mapped based on random walk algorithm and the virtual links are mapped by shortest path algorithm. The DCC-VNM is a topology-based algorithm where the virtual nodes are mapped based on degree and clustering coefficient information and the virtual links are mapped by shortest path algorithm. The TAGRE-VNM algorithm is a novel node ranking algorithm where the virtual nodes are mapped by topology attributes and global network resources and the virtual links are mapped by shortest path algorithm. These four algorithms are typical, latest in VNM area. We will experiment in both small-scale substrate topology and largescale substrate topology and compare the performance of five algorithms in total mapping cost and mapping time.
A. SMALL-SCALE TOPOLOGY
In the simulation of small-scale topology, we use CERNET (China Education and Research Network) as substrate network topology. Table 6 summarizes the parameters of substrate network and virtual network.
The five algorithms are run on the small-scale substrate topology. Figure 7 and Figure 8 represent the mapping cost and mapping time of the five algorithms, respectively. Figure 7 shows the mapping cost of five mapping algorithms with different number of virtual nodes, and the mapping cost of the five algorithms increase with the number of virtual nodes. But it is evident that Simplex-VNM performs VOLUME 6, 2018 significantly better than four other algorithms for all virtual nodes numbers, and the Greedy-VNM has the maximum mapping cost. The reason is that, in the mapping stage, RW-VNM only selects physical node that has best connectivity to map, without considering those physical nodes with poor connectivity and lower mapping cost, and Greedy-VNM adjusts the compactness of the node based on the distance limitation of the mapping, without considering the connectivity of nodes. DCC-VNM and TAGRD-VNM reduce the mapping cost to a certain extent because of considering topology attributes and global network resource. But in the Simplex-VNM algorithm, not only global network resource and topology attribute are considered in the node mapping layer, but also the result of link mapping layer makes the total mapping cost smaller. The more nodes virtual network topology has, the better Simplex-VNM will be. Figure 8 shows the mapping time of five mapping algorithms with different number of virtual nodes, the mapping time of the five algorithms become larger as the number of virtual nodes increases, and the Simplex-VNM has a better performance. We can make an analysis of it, Greedy-VNM, RW-VNM, DCC-VNM and TAGRD-VNM all perform link mapping through the shortest path algorithm, but it takes more time for DCC-VNM and TAGRD-VNM to compute node ranking value in the node mapping stage. Compared with Greedy-VNM and RW-VNM, Simplex-VNM spends more time in the node mapping stage due to considering global network resource, topology attribute and the information of mapped physical node, but the Simplex-VNM has lower mapping time, because the network simplex algorithm, which is more efficient than other traditional shortest path algorithms, is used in link mapping stage and the time spent on link mapping occupies a larger proportion in the whole process of virtual network mapping.
The time complexity of the minimum cost flow algorithm based on the shortest path is O(F * E * logV), where F represents the link traffic demand, E represents the total number of physical links, and V represents the total number of physical nodes. The time complexity of the network simplex algorithm implemented in this paper is O((m + n) * m * n * C 2 * F), which is proved in [18] , where C represents the maximum bandwidth cost of the physical link, n represents the number of nodes whose traffic demand is not zero, and m represents the number of links whose traffic is not zero. In this paper, the network simplex algorithm has better time complexity than other minimal cost flow algorithms.
B. LARGE-SCALE TOPOLOGY
In the simulation of large-scale topology, the parameters of substrate network and virtual network are showed in Table 7 . The probability of connection between physical nodes in substrate network is P = β * e * [ −d 5 α * L ], where d is the distance of the node, L is the generation scope of the node, α and β is the network characteristic parameters. The results of simulation based on the above environment are shown in Figure 9 and Figure 10 .
The experimental results under large-scale topology show that Simplex-VNM also has better performance in the mapping cost and mapping time. As shown in Figure 9 , in the case of fewer virtual nodes, the mapping cost of various algorithms are similar since global network resources and topology attribute have less impact on mapping result. As the number of virtual nodes increases, the number of virtual links will increase at a faster rate, and the proportion of link mapping cost to total cost will continue to increase. Simplex-VNM achieves better performance in scenarios with more virtual nodes since the link mapping layer makes the total mapping cost smaller.
According to the result of mapping time in Figure 10 , the larger the virtual network size is, the more obvious the Simplex-VNM advantage shows. The reason is that the link mapping has a higher proportion of time in the entire mapping process with the increase of the virtual network topology size. At the same time, the time complexity of network simplex algorithm is smaller than other shortest path algorithms in link mapping process.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a 2-layers virtual network mapping algorithm named Simplex-VNM based on node attribute and network simplex. Compared with the traditional heuristic algorithm, Simplex-VNM reduces the total mapping cost by considering topology attributes, global network resources and mapped physical node information in node mapping layer, and using final mapping cost as the utility function. The network simplex algorithm has been implemented in the link mapping layer, which reduces the time complexity of the mapping compared to the traditional shortest path algorithm. Simulation results show that the mapping cost and mapping time of Simplex-VNM are better than four other algorithms (Greedy-VNM, RW-VNM, DCC-VNM and TAGRD-VNM) on small-scale and large-scale substrate networks. In the future, we plan to perform virtual network mapping in NDN [29] . If the physical node has the cache capacity, the link mapping will be no longer a narrow minimum cost flow problem. How to solve this problem is an interesting research direction.
